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School Workforce Census 2016
• The total number of all teachers increased between 2015 and 2016 to the highest on record. To note, this
incorporates a decrease in secondary schools numbers but an increase in primary school numbers. The total
number of full-time equivalent teachers has increased from 456,900 in 2015 to 457,300 in 2016. Between
2015 and 2016, teacher numbers in primary schools have risen by 2,400 (1.1%) and teacher numbers in
secondary schools have fallen by 2,700 (1.3%).
• The total number of vacant teaching posts has increased between 2015 and 2016 from 730 to 920. This is
particularly evident in the arts subjects. The vacancy rate has been at 1% or below since 2000.
• The qualified teacher one year retention rate (the headcount number of teachers remaining in service one
year after qualifying as a percentage of the stock of teachers) has remained static. However, the three-year
and five-year rate have both fallen (although only by 1 percentage point each).
• Sickness is decreasing and pay is increasing.
• The total FTE of TAs continues to increase (up 21% from 2011) and so does the number of support staff (up
10% from 2011).
• The percentage of teaching time on EBacc subjects continues to increase (EBacc subjects now accounts for
60.4% of teaching time, an increase from 59.3% in 2015). However, between 2015 and 2016 there has been
a fall in the number of hours taught in modern languages (although there are signs this is improving at Key
Stage 3).

Recruitment & retention challenges
• Over recent year teacher numbers have gone up – broadly keeping
track with pupil numbers.
• While each year more teachers join the profession than leave, gap is
closing, and there is already a surplus of leavers over joiners at
secondary where pupil numbers are set to rise and we need more
teachers in key shortage subjects for EBacc.
• Also proving challenging to hold on to new teachers – nearly 1/3
leave after 5 years and % has risen over recent years.

Overall more teachers are joining than leaving however the proportion leaving is increasing
The number of
secondary
teachers has been
falling as the
secondary pupil
numbers have
fallen. Overall
growth in stock of
teachers is entirely
in primary.
Within those
leaving,
retirements
continue to fall
and “out of
service” increases.
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Long term retention is stable but new teachers
are leaving at a faster rate
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Teacher Workload Survey 2016
The Teacher Workload Survey 2016, published on 24 February, found:

• The average total, self-reported working hours for all classroom
teachers and middle leaders was 54.4 hours.
• Across all schools, senior leaders reported an average total of 60.0
hours in the reference week.
• Teachers who are at an earlier stage of their career have a higher
workload than those with more experience (less than 6 years = 57.5;
6 to 10 years = 53.9; 11 + years = 52.5).

Teacher workload review groups
• On 29 July 2015, Ministers announced three review groups to address the 3
biggest concerns that teachers raised in the workload challenge:
• Marking Policy;
• Planning and Resources and;
• Data Management.
• The groups were asked to create principles for practice and to make specific
recommendations for action.
• Reports with concrete recommendations published March 2016.
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Co-produced and distributed a poster on the reports’
recommendations
• The poster, alongside a pamphlet,
summarise the key points from the
workload reports and reminds school of
what Ofsted does and doesn’t expect
during inspections
• They were created with, and are endorsed
by, Ofsted and six major teaching unions
• They are deigned to help schools,
academies and MATs to start discussing
unnecessary workload

• Hard copies were distributed
through the TES
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Developing an offer of targeted support
• …work with teachers and their representatives to develop an offer of
targeted support.
• …an integrated package, funded by government, which will explore the
best way to support school to school initiatives…
• ….consideration of tailored packages of support....
• ….a package of support for teachers in the first five years of their careers to
help them manage workload, as part of our offer of targeted support.
• …will continue to raise awareness…through a sustained campaign of
action…including roadshows across the country to spread effective
practice.
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Targeted support on teacher workload should:
• Use evidence about drivers and factors affecting workload from the
Workload Challenge and Teacher Workload Survey 2016.
• Target those teachers highlighted in the Teacher Workload Survey as
having the highest workload. Focus on teachers in the first five years
of their careers.
• Target the areas of highest need to make the biggest impact on
retention rates.
• Be based on evidence of what works. Where there are gaps in the
evidence, pilot approaches would be used to measure impact.
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Teaching & Leadership Innovation Fund
• Announced in October 2016 as part of launching social mobility package. TLIF to be focused on supporting teachers and
school leaders in challenging areas to develop
• First round launched on 16th February this at inaugural national conference of the Chartered College of Teaching.
• Invitation to Bid for Round 1 of the Fund went live on 27 March and closed on 3 May, seeking evidence-based projects
which can deliver at scale in priority areas (Opportunity Areas and category 5/6 areas) and priority schools (those rated by
Ofsted as requires improvement or inadequate)
• TLIF is worth £75m over three financial years (17-18, 18-19, 19-20).
• The overall aim is to improve the outcomes of children and young people, thereby making a significant contribution
towards tackling social mobility. The key aims within this are to:
• Improve the provision of teachers’ continuing professional development (CPD) and leadership development in areas
and schools that are facing challenges
• Stimulate the demand for provision of teachers’ CPD and leadership development in areas and schools that are
facing challenges
• Support the development of a sustainable market in CPD and leadership development that will be capable of
becoming self-funding in the future.
• The key outcomes we are seeking are:
• Improving the quality of teachers and effective teaching in classrooms.
• Improving the quality of leaders at all levels.
• Improving the retention of high quality teachers and leaders.
• Improving the career progression of teachers and leaders.
• A professional development and leadership development market that meets the needs of schools.
• Improved evidence base on what works in leadership development and teacher CPD, including value for money.

Strategic School Improvement Fund - Purpose
• On 30th November 2016, SoS announced new funding for school improvement, including a new £140 million
Strategic School Improvement Fund.

• On 21 April, 2017, the Strategic School Improvement Fund opened. The £140 million Strategic School
Improvement Fund is a grant to support primary, secondary, middle, all-through, alternative provision and
special academies and maintained schools, and pupil referral units. It is intended to further build a schoolled system, and aims to target resources at the schools most in need to improve school performance and
pupil attainment; to help them use their resources most effectively, and to deliver more good school places.
• The fund will support a broad range of school improvement activities including, but not limited to, improving
leadership, governance, teaching methods and approaches, and financial health and efficiency. The fund will
support medium- to long-term sustainable activities across groups of schools with a preference towards
school-led provision, that is, support provided by schools, for schools
• To ensure that support reaches those schools which need it most, and in the most effective way, we expect
that, in shaping these applications, regional schools commissioners, multi-academy trusts, local authorities,
the Teaching Schools Council, and diocesan representatives will work collaboratively with schools to bring
together their local intelligence to identify shared improvement

Strategic School Improvement Fund - Eligibility
• Teaching school alliances, Multi-academy Trusts and local authorities only, will submit
applications to the fund
• Each application must support a minimum of 4 schools
• Eligible schools will be those which are currently underperforming (in line with the schools
causing concern guidance), as well as schools at risk of doing so
• Applications will need to be supported by evidence that demonstrates why proposed
interventions are expected to drive up standards in schools. They will need to set out a clear
rationale for why the improvement is necessary, and detail what activities will be undertaken by
which providers, and the expected costs, outputs and outcomes
• If there is an urgent need for more bespoke support, there is provision to apply for emergency
funding to support an individual school in difficulty.
• Teaching school alliances, Multi-academy Trusts and National support schools will submit
applications and must have the approval of either the relevant regional schools commissioner or
local authority. Applications are ongoing for emergency funding
• Applications for Round 1 funding closes at midday on Friday 23 June. There will be further
funding rounds in autumn 2017 and spring 2018.

Pay & Pensions
• Teachers’ pay – STRB report
• Teachers’ pensions
• Valuation
• Monthly data collection
• Employer review

